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A. System
1. System Category: Enterprise Systems
System Name: Transportation Information Mapping System (TIMS)
2. Executive Administrator letter (see attached)
3. System Summary:
ODOT’s TIMS is a public facing website (http://gis.dot.state.oh.us/tims/) whose mission is to
provide ODOT customers, business partners and staff access to information, facilitating planning
and operation needs for ODOT’s transportation network. TIMS currently publishes over 50
datasets from across 6 divisions and 16 offices within ODOT, with plans to incorporate an
additional 40 - 50 asset inventories, maintenance work orders and other datasets as they become
available.
TIMS provides unprecedented efficiency for ODOT by serving as a single source for a wide variety
of information. Users no longer need to access individual data management systems to perform
analysis; processes which previously took between hours to days are simplified to a matter of
minutes.
Additionally, TIMS exposes the many uses of ODOT information. The TIMS project facilitates
dialogue between customers and data owners regarding how they leverage information, often in
ways outside of the original intended purpose of a dataset. This dialogue allows business areas
to modify their workflow processes to ensure a higher level of quality and accuracy. This reduces
the silo mentality often found within large organizations. As information is published to TIMS, a
significant documentation process is conducted to ensure successful data transformation, but to
also support the development of an agency wide data standards and Data Glossary published on
the site to help users understand the information available.
The TIMS project also provides a central role in organizing information to meet FHWA MAP-21
Asset Management initiatives.
4. User testimonials (see attached at end of document)

B. Jurisdiction
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of Jurisdiction: State of Ohio
Population Served by the organization/agency: Ohio population – 11.59 million
Annual Total budget for jurisdiction: ODOT budget - $2.5 billion
Name, title and address of chief official:
Jerry Wray, Director
Ohio Department of Transportation
1980 West Broad St
Columbus, Ohio 43223
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5. Name, title, address, telephone and email for system contact:
Ian Kidner, GISP
GIMS Systems Administrator
Ohio Department of Transportation
Office of Technical Services
1980 West Broad St
Columbus, Ohio 43223
614-752-5743
Ian.kidner@dot.state.oh.us

C. System Design
1. What motivated the system development?
TIMS development was motivated due to a need from customers to have better access to
information at ODOT. Internal customers struggled with currently available business intelligence
(BI) tools, which were designed for specific datasets. If cross-dataset analysis was required,
multiple BI systems access points were required, with additional data manipulation required to
analyze multiple datasets. Additionally, customers often lacked the technical abilities to visualize
the information in a mapping format, which provides a number of benefits for better
understanding data relationships. External customers often struggled with determining who to
contact within ODOT for different information, and experienced similar technical limitations at
times. These methods for accessing data also led to concerns with data accuracy as information
is updated, leading to potentially poor decisions.
ODOT’s Office of Technical Services often assisted customers with these issues, and saw
opportunity to eliminate much of the backend work, providing a consistent user experience for
accessing information. By consolidating information to a single access point, significant time
savings are realized, and information validity is secured helping ensure sound decision making.
2. What specific service or services was the system intended to improve?
TIMS is intended to provide customers better access to ODOT information in a user friendly, web
environment. Additionally, TIMS is intended to provide users abilities to interact with information
via webmapping technologies, and provide the infrastructure to support data sharing across Ohio
agencies with WMS and WFS services.
3. What, if any, unexpected benefits did you achieve?
As users were provided access to information in TIMS, the many different ways in which data is
leveraged outside of its original purpose is increasingly becoming apparent. The TIMS project
help facilitate coordination across the agency to improve data collection processes to support
other area’s needs, reducing silo mentalities, helping ODOT work more effectively as an
enterprise.
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4. What system design problems were encountered
The most significant challenge of the TIMS systems is balancing the wide range of user needs.
Some users have limited technical abilities, while others request sophisticated analysis tools. The
TIMS system is designed (and continues to be refined) with all these varying usage needs in mind.
5. What differentiates this system from other similar systems?
While other state highway agencies, or similar organizations, have comparable online information
discovery systems, ODOT is not aware of any systems which publish to the scale and extent of
TIMS. In addition to the large number of datasets published, TIMS also provides interactive access
to other ODOT systems, including the ODOT Pathweb Digital Photolog system
(http://pathweb.pathwayservices.com/ohiopublic/), ODOT Traffic Count Reporting system
(http://odot.ms2soft.com/tcds/tsearch.asp?loc=Odot&mod=) and the Office of Contracts system
for
housing
construction
project
plans,
addenda
and
proposals
(http://contracts.dot.state.oh.us/home.do). Furthermore, TIMS provides numerous analytical
and download functions, allowing users to customize their search to their needs.

D. Implementation
1. What phases did you go through in developing the system?
TIMS Phase 1 began with an RFI process in spring 2011 based on an initial set of requirements.
An RFP process occurred during the fall of 2011, with project kick off in February 2012. Phase 1
implementation occurred in Spring 2013, resulting in a Flex-based webmapping application.
Customers provided supportive feedback, however it became clear a less-technical and easier to
use graphical user interface (GUI) would greatly improve the user experience.
TIMS Phase 2 began with an RFP process in the fall of 2013, with a project kick off in February of
2014. The Phase 2 project included a more intensive end user interview process, in order to better
understand business workflows. Phase 2 was released to production in January 2015.
While the application development processes where underway (as described above) with the
procurement of services from outside vendors, internal processes occurred simultaneously for
the construction of the supporting database. The database development phases require
extensive documentation development in order to track the flow of information across the
enterprise, and the necessary transformation processes to spatially enable data. The database
development work for the TIMS project is continuously on-going.
2. Were there any modifications to the original system design? Why? What?
Significant updates to the system design, both front-end and back-end, were implemented in
TIMS Phase 2. These updates were implemented to create an easier to use GUI, and to
accommodate the better understood customer needs. The TIMS site was expanded from only a
webmapping page to include other business need drive pages, including:
•

Project Search - search ODOT’s construction project database
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Create A Map – the main webmapping application where users can explore all datasets,
perform analysis and share information with others
Data Download- provides bulk data download/distribution
Standard PDF Maps – user can generate standard PDF maps, such as Construction Season,
STIP maps, etc. These maps pull from live data sources, which are updated nightly
Map Viewers – content specific webmapping viewers (with all the same analytical
functions as the main Create A Map viewer). This allows site administrators the ability to
customize information content to streamline business workflows
Data Glossary – provides dataset description and attempts to define every field from
every dataset published to TIMS, to help users understand the information available
Mobile Access/Responsive Design – HTML5, JavaScript and Leaflet APIs were utilized so
users can access the site from desktop, tablet and mobile devices.

The back end architecture was upgraded from SQL Server 2008 to SQL Server 2012, and from
ArcServer 10.0 to ArcServer 10.2. Custom Server Object Extensions (SOE) were also developed to
provide fast system performance for transportation specific linear referencing functions
supported in the Create A Map area.

E. Organizational Impact
1. What user community does the system serve and how?
TIMS serves internal ODOT staff (Central Office, regional Districts and county workforce
personnel), business partners (construction companies, etc.), regional & local governments (MPO,
county engineers, municipalities, townships), private companies (oil & gas, utility providers, real
estate interests, etc.), research institutions and the general population. TIMS provides all users
with information access and analytical functions.
2. What are the ultimate decisions/operations/services being affected? If appropriate, provide a
few examples including, but not limited to: screen input/output forms, paper products or other
descriptive graphics.
Many of the primary decisions/operations/services being affected are related to the general
planning and operation needs of ODOT. Please consider the following examples (note: these
examples are not inclusive of the site’s full functional abilities):
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Example 1: ODOT staff can perform analysis to help support work plan development. Using the
Filter by Attributes feature in Create A Map, users can find roadway section appropriate for Chip
Seal treatment, based on the Traffic Segments (traffic volume) data.

The Filter By Attributes tool provides users an easy to use interface for constructing complex
queries based on the information available within any dataset published in TIMS. By clicking
“Add Filter” users can add more lines into the query statement to further refine based on their
needs.
Once a search is completed, this Results Layer is temporarily added to the site’s layer list,
allowing the user to activate/deactivate it, or perform additional filtering. Users can also export
results to Excel, KML, Shapefile, or a File Geodatabase.
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Example 2: Use the linear referencing tools to extract locational information required by Federal
Highway Administration guidelines

FHWA MAP-21 guidelines are requiring assets to be located by the agency’s Linear Referencing
System (LRS) in order to receive funding. TIMS provides users a method for easily calculating
the Route ID (NLFID) and Log Point (Measure). Users access TIMS during their data collection
processes to harvest Route IDs and Log Points, or during QAQC processes to validate values
recorded earlier.
This feature utilizes a custom written ArcServer Server Object Extension (SOE) to ensure fast
performance.
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Example 3: View information in the field (via mobile devices) related to potential environmental
impacts and roadway maintenance actions (to help ensure environmental regulations are being
followed)
Mobile Phone Interface

Home Page

Layer List in Create A Map

Viewing Layer in Map

The TIMS application can be accessed via mobile phone or tablet devices with internet
connectivity by using a mobile web browser. The site will automatically direct you to the
correct site based on the device. While some of the mapping functionality is minimized due to
the smaller screen size, all the same data layers are available.
Users can also activate the cell phone GPS (upper right hand corner - ) to show their location
on the map, assisting with the ability to identify assets, roadway conditions, or other
information available that is nearby.
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Example 4: Monitor the progress of inventory collections

As datasets are processed through ODOT’s Asset Management group, they are documented
and published to the TIMS system to enable planning processes. Datasets are updated within
the TIMS system on different schedules, depending on the needs of the dataset. Bridges,
culverts and project information are updated nightly, while others are weekly, monthly or
annually. Each dataset receives a timestamp for when it was updated in the dataset to help
users understand how recently the information was refreshed.
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Example 5: Users can overlay their own information to use in conjunction with enterprise datasets

While TIMS provides access to enterprise information, many non-enterprise layers or projectspecific datasets are used during planning processes, or by external parties leveraging the TIMS
application. TIMS allows users to temporary upload (based on browsing session) layers. Users
can upload excel files and map by address, coordinates, or by LRS Events (Route ID & Log
Points). Additionally, shapefiles and KML files can be overlaid on the map.
Once the layer is uploaded, users can take advantage of all the analytical functions available in
TIMS, such as the Filter by Attributes tool.
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Example 6: TIMS allows users to generate URL links for sharing interactive maps with one another

The Share functionality remembers a specific map location, zoom extent and the current
activated layers. When the link is emailed to another users, they will open TIMS to the exact
location with the same information being displayed. This functionality also works between
desktop and mobile devices.
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Example 7: Generate digital hardcopy maps to save or print to paper (Standard PDF Maps)

The PDF Map Products reduce redundant mapping efforts which previously occurred in each
of the 12 Regional Districts, and also ensures this information is being map consistently across
the agency. This process has also highlighted how information is inconsistently recorded across
the agency, and has spurred initiatives to correct.
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Example 8: Use bulk data download abilities to download entire datasets for in-depth analysis

The Data Download page provides easy distribution of ODOT data to customers, business
partners and other governmental organizations. More advanced users can also access the
WMS and WFS services for all the information published in the TIMS site.
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Example 9: Search the Data Glossary to better understand the information published in TIMS

The Data Glossary attempts to provide a basic description for every dataset, and a basic
description for every field in every dataset, published in the TIMS system. This helps users
better understand the information available. Additional links to more robust inventory
manuals or metadata pages will be populated as the system is refined.
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Example 10: Search Project Information to find specific projects in an area or time period

Project information is critical for
completing ODOT’s mission, and
TIMS provides a simple interface
for searching project data.
Additionally, links to Project Plans
are available, allowing users to
download PDF files for the
construction plans.
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3. What were the quantitative and qualitative impacts of the system?
The quantitative impacts of TIMS are best summarized in the time savings users experience in
being able to access numerous datasets in a single system, rather than multiple systems.
Unfortunately, ODOT does not have usage statistics available that can show the average time
spent using individual systems vs. using TIMS.
Assuming an average user of average technical ability, using ODOT’s current Hummingbird BI tools
(where most people previously went for accessing enterprise information), it required
approximately ½ hour to open, configure a query, extract and transform the results to a spatial
format. A similar workflow could be accomplished in TIMS in a matter of 2 – 5 minutes, depending
on the complexity of the search. These types of searches are made 100s of times a day across the
organization, representing 1000s of potential hours in time savings annually. Additional time
savings are realized when considering compounding this workflow for multiple datasets for crossdataset analysis.
The qualitative impacts of the system include more consistent customer experiences with ODOT,
more consistent and reliable information, information is updated in a consistent cycle/manner to
meet time sensitive needs, greater transparency with the public and improved communication
with business partners.
4. What effect has the system had on productivity?
TIMS has increased the overall productivity of ODOT’s workforce by decreasing the amount of
time required to locate and find information related to their job duties.
5. What, if any, other impacts has the system had?
TIMS has exposed ODOT staff to new technology, creating the opportunity to consider new
options for business workflows. The Office of Technical Services has received numerous requests
to incorporate more information into TIMS to facilitate workflows, or provide assistance in the
development of highly specific workflows not appropriate for the TIMS environment, allowing
ODOT to better leverage GIS technologies already available in house.
6. How did the system change the way business is conducted with and/or service delivered to
clients? Give specific examples comparing the old way with the new.
Please see answer to Question E3 (illustrates time savings in finding information). Additionally,
users can now access this information on tablet or mobile phone devices, which was previously
not available at ODOT. This greatly enables the workforce to have real-time access to information
while in meetings or in the field.
TIMS has also helped changed the way ODOT data owners manage their information. The greater
amount of transparency has caused data owners a greater need to provide a higher level of QA
on their data products because customers can now easily find errors.
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Additionally, TIMS has exposed how information is leveraged in ways outside of the original
intended usage, and has influenced ODOT’s Asset Management initiatives to make processes
more streamlined for the benefit of the enterprise. For instance, data users are now requesting
additional information to be collected by certain inventories (information that is not part of the
typical federal reporting requirements), because that information is useful for other planning
purposes. The process of collecting the additional information by the data owner represents a
minor change in work, and eliminates the need for the data user to attempt to create a standalone or redundant inventory to meet their needs.

F. System Resources
1. What are the system’s primary hardware components? Give a brief list or description of the
hardware configuration supporting the system.
The TIMS application resides on an architecture of 9 virtualized production system servers and
has a mirrored testing environment. There are 4 clustered web servers with ArcGIS web adapters
behind a load balancer that reside in the DMZ and act as the outward facing point. Behind internal
firewalls are 4 servers with ArcGIS Server that are clustered and load balanced and access a single
server where the SQL Server 2012 database resides. The below specs are per individual server
within the environment:
Server Type
Database Server
ArcServer
Web Server
(Adapter)

Operating System
Windows Server
2008R2 SP1
Windows Server
2008R2 SP1
Windows Server
2008R2 SP1

CPU’s
4 @ 2.67GHz

RAM
8GB of DDR3

Storage
100GB

2 @ 2.67GHz

16GB of DDR3

80GB

1 @ 2.53GHz

2GB of DDR3

50GB

2. What are the system’s primary software components? Describe the primary software and, if a
commercial package, any customizations required for the system.
The system’s primary software components are:
Front End/Mobile Application: HTML5, JavaScript, Leaflet,
Back End infrastructure: SQL Server 2012, ArcServer 10.2, custom written ArcServer
Server Object Extensions, Esri model builder, Python scripting
3. What data does the system work with? List and briefly describe the database(s).
(as of 3/24/15)
ID
1

Name
Aviation
Facilities

Description
Listing of public and private airports in the State
of Ohio
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2

BMP Inventory

3

Bridge
Inventory
Bridge
Maintenance
Restrictions
Cities
Coastal
Management
Areas
Counties
County
Mileposts
Crash
Culvert
Inventory
Ellis Lines
Ellis Points
EPA Ecological
Regions
Facilities
Improvements
FEMA
Floodplains
Fill Restrictions

4

5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

22

23

Herbicide
Restrictions
Historic Bridge
Inventory
Intermodal
Connectors
Intermodal
Facilities
Maintenance
Restrictions
Metropolitan
Planning
Organizations
Mowing
Restrictions

An inventory of assets used to manage storm
water
Inventory of bridges in the state
Locations of potential bridge maintenance
restrictions due to environmental regulations or
concerns
City boundaries
Environmental dataset of areas managed by the
ODNR
County boundaries
Inventory of milepost markers within each
County
Crash locations in Ohio
A listing of culverts maintained by ODOT
Project Line locations
Project Point locations
Environmental dataset of ecologically important
regions in Ohio
ODOT Facility Locations
Environmental dataset of areas where FEMA is
concerned about flooding
Locations of potential fill maintenance
restrictions due to environmental regulations or
concerns
Locations of potential herbicide restrictions due
to environmental regulations or concerns
Environmental dataset - an inventory of bridges
with historical vales in Ohio
Routes designated to connect intermodal
facilities to the NHS
The location and capability of Intermodal
facilities in the state
Locations of potential roadway maintenance
restrictions due to environmental regulations or
concerns
MPO boundaries

Locations of potential mowing restrictions due to
environmental regulations or concerns
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24

25

26

National
Landcover
Database
National
Wetland
Inventory
Noisewall
Inventory

27

NRCS HUC 8

28

NRCS HUC 10

29

NRCS HUC 11

30

NRCS HUC 12

31

NRCS HUC 14

32
33
34

ODOT Districts
ODOT Facilities
Ohio State
House Districts
Ohio State
Senate Districts
Patrol Outposts
Pavement
Condition
Ratings
Pile Driving
Restrictions
Places
Railroad
Inventory
Regional
Supplemental
Boundaries
Road Inventory
Rail Crossings
Rural Islands
Rural Planning
Organizations
Safety Barrier
Inventory
Scenic Rivers

35
36
37

38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47

Environmental dataset - an inventory of areas
with environmentally sensitive land cover
Environmental dataset of areas designated as
part of the National Wetlands Inventory
Environmental dataset - inventory of locations
where walls have been built to mitigate road
noise
Environmental dataset of area designated as
Hydrological Unit Code 8
Environmental dataset of area designated as
Hydrological Unit Code 10
Environmental dataset of area designated as
Hydrological Unit Code 11
Environmental dataset of area designated as
Hydrological Unit Code 12
Environmental dataset of area designated as
Hydrological Unit Code 14
ODOT District boundaries
ODOT Facility Locations
Ohio State House Districts boundaries
Ohio State Senate Districts boundaries
Ohio State Highway Patrol facilities
Pavement Condition Rating (PCR) of roads
maintained by ODOT
Locations of potential pile driving restrictions
due to environmental regulations or concerns
Unincorporated places in Ohio
Railroad inventory
Environmental dataset of management areas
created by the US Army Corps of Engineers
Inventory of State, Local and Municipal roadways
Rail Crossing inventory
Unincorporated areas in Ohio
Rural planning organization Boundaries
Inventory of guardrails and barriers on State
roadways
Environmental dataset of areas designated as
wild, scenic rivers
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48
49

50
51
52
53

54
55
56
57
58
59

Snow and Ice
Priority Routes
Speed Zones

State Mileposts
STS Active Rail
Lines
STS Airports
STS Amtrak out
of State Rail
Lines
STS AOSTS
Regions
STS Bike Routes
STS Freeway
Systems
STS Go Bus
Stops
STS Highways

62

STS National
Transit
STS Passenger
Terminals
Amtrak
STS Rail
Corridors
STS Railroads

63

STS Water Ports

64
65

STS Water State
Corridors
STS Waterways

66

Townships

67

Traffic AADT

68

Traffic Count
Stations
Tree Clearing
Restrictions

60

61

69

Listing of the priority for snow removal on State
roads
Inventory of areas where driving speed is
regulated below what is normal for that type of
road
Inventory of State milepost markers
A map from a strategic plan showing the active
rail lines in Ohio
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Strategic Transportation System (Access Ohio
long range plan) dataset
Location of segments where traffic counts are
applicable
Location of traffic counting stations
Locations of potential tree clearing restrictions
due to environmental regulations or concerns
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70
71

Urban Areas
Urban Area boundaries
US House
US House district boundaries
Districts
4. What staff resources were required to implement the system? (i.e., report approximate staff
and consultant time as FTE’s).
ODOT Staff
Position
ODOT Lead System Owner
Project Manager
Business Analyst
IT GIS Admin
IT Server Admin
QA
Data Analyst
DBA (ETL Dev)
DBA (Admin)
Project Sponsors
GIS Staff
Total

FTE
0.75
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.25
0.5
1
0.4
0.1
0.05
0.1
4.25

Application Vendor Staff
Position
FTE
Project Manager
0.1
Technical Lead
0.8
Software Developer
0.8
Analyst
0.3
QA
0.1
Total
2.1

5. Comment on anything unusual about the resources used to develop your system, such as data,
software, personnel and financing.
ODOT utilized common business practices and resources for the development of this system. The
budget is financed through a FHWA SPR funding event, supporting MAP-21 and asset
management related planning activities.
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